From the first edition (1817, as § 314) to the third (1830) of Hegel's Encyclopedia the paragraph undergoes little variation.2 Hegel also offered many explanatory remarks in his lectures. Let us start from the Additions published by Ludwig Boumann in his 1845 edition of Philosophy of Subjective Spirit. The long Addition to § 395 singles out three elements in the soul's path toward subjective individuality: " [t] here are however various aspects to the peculiarity of the individual. These are distinguished according to the determinations of what is natural [Naturell] , of temperament and of character."3 The text addresses the nature and the interlacement between "what is natural," temperament and character.
The term Naturell, nowadays obsolete, was able to capture from the early XVIIIth century until Hegel's time a whole range of respectable philosophical problems.4 In the Addition, we are told that Naturell is made up of "talent and genius". For Hegel, Naturell is the complex of all the "natural endowments," as "distinct from whatever the person has become by means of his own activity". These endowments should be schooled in accordance with "general accepted procedures" if they are not to be "wrecked, run to ruin, or degenerate into spurious originality".5 Without schooling, it is impossible for talent and genius to develop properly. Genius should not be considered superior to human reason. The differences between these dispositions have no relevance with regard to morality or to the doctrine of virtue, but rather "would have to be considered only in what one may call a natural history of spirit".6
As Hegel honestly avows, "it is difficult to say what one means by temperament" since it has no "external involvement": it reveals itself neither in action nor in passion. Temperament is "the completely universal mode and manner in which the individual is active in objectivizing itself by comporting itself within actuality".7 Hegel also sketches a sort of history of temperament. In the course of time, superior cultures have become less and less indulgent with the excesses of temperament. For instance, the one-sided characters of early comedies, such as "the completely scatter-brained, the ludicrously absent-minded, the tight-fisted skinflint," at the later stages of cultural development tend to disappear. Similarly, unilateral temperaments hardly characterize real individuals. Different temperaments dwell within the same person, in variable proportions according to the individual under analysis. Quoting Kant's observations on temperaments in Anthropology from a pragmatic point of view, Hegel comments: "whereas the temperaments are presented as being distinct, in the individual itself they are more or less united".8
Finally, Hegel deals with character. He distinguishes a formal aspect, that is, "the energy with which the person pursues his purposes and interests regardless of distraction, and preserves self-consistency in all that he does," from the general content of one's will. The greatness of characters reveals itself in "the accomplishment of great designs".9
For Hegel Naturell, temperament and character form a fixed triadic structure, whose order cannot be subverted.
We have now delineated the three forms of the qualitative natural determinateness of the individual soul i. e. what is natural, temperament and character. In this connection we have however still to indicate the rational 2 G. W. F. Hegel, Enzyklopädie der philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundrisse, GW 13, 186 (ed. 1817) , where the soul is referred to as the "überhaupt an sich der Begriff" and no mention is made to "talent" and "idiosyncrasies." GW 19, 297 (ed. 1827) presents a minor variation. Yet Hegel himself did not always follow this order. As for the transcription of his lectures (Nachschriften), Hotho (1822) mentions talent, temperament and character; Griesheim (1825) includes a non-systematically sequenced reference to Naturell, temperament, talent and character; Stolzenberg (1827/28) focuses upon temperament; Erdmann and Walter deal with temperament, talent and character.10 Unfortunately, it is not easy to situate Boumann's Additions within this timeline. Boumann had several sources at his disposal, many of which are now lost: besides two notebooks of Hegel's (1817 and 1820) he consulted transcriptions taken by himself and others, of the years 1825, 1828 and 1830. However, although expressed in slightly different terms, Hegel's core argument about the individual subject remained constant over time. "Character" is almost invariably the culminating element, along with temperament and a third element, referred to either as "talent" or as "what is natural," which are indeed closely related to each other (as we have seen, talent is a part of Naturell together with genius). Despite these variations, therefore, Boumann's Addition to § 395 is essentially consistent with the remaining sources and can be considered representative of Hegel's thought.11
How did Hegel argue for the "rational necessity" of the presented triad? The immediacy of the Naturell echoes the beginnings of Logic: it is the mere being of the individual subject, without any development: "in what is natural the predominant form of the qualitative natural determinateness of the individual soul is that of mere being, of a firm immediacy, of that which has an inner differentiation relating to the difference present outside it". By contrast, in temperament these immediacy and firmness are lost in favour of a multiplicity of dispositions, variously interacting with each other. At this stage, "the natural determinateness loses this firmness of shape, for it is either one talent that dominates the individual exclusively, or several that subsist in it side by side without disturbing or influencing one another".12
All of these elements sublate in proper character, where we find the firmness of what is natural, together with its prevailing relation outwards, united with the changeableness of general temperamental moods and the predominant intro-reflectedness of the soul which these entail. Firmness of character is developed by means of the will; it is not so innate as that which is natural, and lacks the immediacy of natural firmness. Hegel is adamant in assigning an important dialectic function to character. The human being's instinctual and temperamental patrimony is not morally disapproved of, or simply denied, but rather it is dialectically overcome via the affirmation of character. The anthropological treatment of character allows Hegel to link the lowest layers of human personality with the higher ones, as it is demonstrated by the further emergence of the concept of character in the free Spirit. Hegel explains:
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that it has a natural basis -that certain people are by nature more disposed to strength of character than others. It is on account of this that we have made mention of character in dealing with anthropology. It is however in the sphere of free spirit that character first unfolds to its full extent. ( Kant' s Anthropology when speaking of the temperaments. Moreover, in the section quoted by Petry ("Von der Characteristik des Persönlichen"), Hillebrand does little more than commenting upon the correspondent part of Kant's Anthropology, duly quoted as a source. Therefore, there is no way to eschew the conclusion that the source for Hegel's sequence of Naturell, temperament and character was Kant's Anthropology. As in many other cases, Hegel is here in "substantial agreement" with minor writings of his time, since both Hegel and the ‚anthropologists' (in the contextual meaning) borrowed from Kant's book of 1798.
That Kant's Anthropology should put together Naturell, temperament and character is remarkable, since elsewhere Kant articulates character into two, rather than into three elements. In a famous passage of Critique of pure reason, Kant distinguishes between empirical and intelligible character: "the first one could call the character" of a certain thing "in appearance," the second "its character as a thing in itself". A person has both a sensible character -that is, the mode of sense (Sinnesart) -and a moral character or "mode of thought" (Denkungsart). 17 The human beings, endowed with an intelligible character, can thus act as free agents without any violation of the natural laws.
As previously shown, in Kant's Anthropology a new element -the Naturell -integrates the critical dichotomy of Sinnesart (corresponding to temperament) and Denkungsart (corresponding to moral character). Explaining when and why Kant introduced this new element into his Anthropology would take us too far.18 Suffice to introduce a short reference to Kant's sources.
Most probably, Kant borrows the triad from Georg Friedrich Meier's handbook of Logic, which he used as a textbook for his lectures in Königsberg. Meier supplemented his logic with a final section concerning the so-called logica naturalis (as opposed to the logica artificialis), consisting of an analysis of the "character" of the erudite. The character of a scholar, Meier claims, consists of three elements: the "erudite nature" (gelehrtes Naturell), exercise, and zeal.19 Although the subdivision does not totally cover Kant's scheme, the Naturell clearly opens the list (but temperament recurs in Meier's argument as well). Being a good scholar requires a natural disposition: without that, all efforts are in vain. At the same time, this Naturell alone, without schooling would bring about no result (as later maintained by Hegel too). What Kant did was to generalize this scheme from natural logic to anthropology where, instead of the erudite's, the human character in general is at stake.
Conclusion
In a sense, Kant's critical dichotomy of sensible and intelligible character offers a tempting way to deal with character: there are two separate spheres, with no intersection. This picture helps preserve the purity of the moral decision, uninfluenced by the impulses. Yet it leaves unanswered an amount of anthropological issues. It is for this reason that Kant borrows Meier's Naturell in his Anthropology: the instinctual sphere somehow should belong to the human character. To be sure, Kant always allows the individual's character a substantial independence from his passions: the establishment of character is a sort of "explosion," a sudden decision to act according to principles, which comes, if ever, at a relatively late age.
Hegel agrees that character "has a natural basis -that certain people are by nature more disposed to strength of character than others". Character points at a high spiritual level, where all impulses are overcome, and yet it stems from a complex of inscrutably opaque inborn dispositions. Hegel cannot accept Kant's critical dichotomy.20 Rather, his Anthropology followed Kant's in trying to cope with this set of difficulties by means of a three-layer structure, made up of Naturell, temperament and character. However, Hegel transformed Kant's static structure into a dialectic movement where Naturell and temperament -that is, mono-thematic inwardness and plural outwardness of character traits -sublate into the firm openness of the true character. Kant's anthropological terminology was resumed by Hegel with no variation; but its meaning undergoes a deep modification as a consequence of the general structure of his Philosophy of Subjective Spirit.
The analysis of § 395 suggests some general remarks concerning an ongoing critical debate. As Williams effectively argues, to a certain extent "the divergence is over the significance of Aristotle and Kant for Hegel's Philosophy of Spirit".21 Such a complex question cannot be addressed in these few conclusive lines. Yet there is little doubt that the numerous recent critical advancements concerning Kant's anthropological writings (including his Lessons on Anthropology) may constitute the highly welcomed vehicles of a renewed appreciation of Kant's Anthropology as an important source for the namesake part of Hegel's system. A thorough understanding of the unity of Kant's Anthropology and a careful re-evaluation of its second part, the Anthropological characteristic, are capital steps in this process. I do believe that a renewed appreciation of Kant's role should imply no downgrading of Aristotle.
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